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Abstract:-Microcontrollers and FPGAs are the soul of Digital Circuit Design. Microcontrollers high speed
,low power dissipation and reduced prices make them an obvious choice on one hand and on the other hand,
The reconfigurable power, high speed and high density have made FPGA based systems an alternative
choice.These both technologies are unmatched in their own domains but it is valuable to identify the different
design patterns which can provide canonical solutions to the common problems based on FPGA integrated with
Microcontrollers and we have taken a small step towards it by demonstrating the integration of both the
technology with the help of an application in which a data sharing architecture (FPGA based) which we have
designed earlier integrated with AVR AT90S8515 microcontroller.
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I.

Introduction

Reconfigurable computing or FPGA based computing not only encompasses ability of configuration
but also the configured design can be interfaced with other devices for other specific applications[2],[3] and this
advancement of reconfigurable computing is shown in our work in which the main focus is on the Real time
implementation and integration of Compact Priority based Architecture designed in FPGA with AVR8515
microcontrollers [5] ,[8],[10],[11],[12]acting as Master and Slave respectively and Performing data sharing in
Real time[4]. This Paper is the outcome of our previous work in which we have designed an architecture with
compact nature allowing prioritized data sharing in a manner in which Master processor will always get priority
over the slave processor in data communication[1]. This Architecture was successfully simulated using
modelsim 6.0 and synthesized using Xilinx 7.1(ISE)[7],[8].The organization of this paper is as follows: Section
2 discusses the overview of the previous work which includes the FPGA implementation.section3 shows the
methodology that we have adopted for integrating our data sharing architecture in real time with AVR
AT90S8515 microcontroller[5] including port description of the microcontroller together with the pin
description and assignments of pins along with the read/write operation performed by the AVR AT90S8515
micro controller acting as Master and slave processors. Section 4 discusses the testing results and then in the
final section we will conclude our work.

II.

Previous Works

In our previous work we have designed an architecture which is fully user friendly, flexible and
synchronous. In Our architecture One Processor acts as Master and the other Processor acts like a Slave and can
intercommunicate with each other[4]. Memory provided via two Rate and fully synchronous ports. Master will
always have the priority over slave and we have used multiplexed address data bus for the Master which can be
used for slave as well. Moreover in our design we have used the signals of peripheral component interconnect
bus[6] for the Master processor to communicate and the slave processor can communicate via busy, address,
data and read write signals as shown in Fig 1[1].but depending upon the application you can modify them. As
we can see that the whole architecture is divided in to different blocks such as conflict resolving block,
Interactive Controller block, Memory block. The working of each of the block together with the simulations of
all the blocks along with the architecture has been shown in our previous work[1].This work mainly deals with
the real time implementation and integration of our architecture using FPGA and microcontroller
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III.

Methodology And Testing In Realtime Enviornment

3.1 Testing of Data Sharing Architecture in Real Time
The data sharing architecture is tested in real time environment by interfacing with two AVR
AT90S8515 micro controllers[5],[9],[10] in which one acts as Master, which is inter-faced to the PORTB of the
controller and the other acts as Slave processor, which is interfaced to the PORTA of the controller[11],[12].
The AVR used in the place of Master generates the exact signals of PCI, but the operation is slow as com-pared
to the original PCIcard. However the testing is perform on the basis of PCI specification timing diagram[6]. The
other AVR(Slave) interfaced to PORTA of the controller communicates with the AVR(Master) interfaced to the
PORTB of the controller.The AVR acting as Master and Slave respectively generates the address via PORTA,
data via PORTD and the control signals via PORTB [2], as shown in Fig 2 below

3.2 Testing of Slave Processor in Real Time
One of AVR acting as the Slave processor generates the exact signals of the slave processor through
the AVR pins as shown in the Table no.1 The whole operation is started with the event when the Probrq signal
is set to low via PORTB of AVR which is interfaced to the left of the FPGA then a check has to be done for
Probussy signal whether it is low/high. If high then the processor will go in wait state, if not then the processor
will generate 8-bit address via PORTA of AVR and then drives the Prowr_rd signal to low via PORTB of AVR
which indicates to the architecture implemented in FPGA that the operation to be performed is Write operation,
if drive to high indicates Read operation.
If the operation to be performed is Write then the Slave processor generates the 8-bit data via PORTD
of AVR and then drives the Proen signal to low via PORTB and wait until the Proack signal of PORTB goes to
low. When the Proack signal is low then the processor drives the Proen to high again and If cycle is last then it
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stops operation. Else the address and data is incremented from 00-FF. and the whole process is repeated for each
increment of ad-dress and data. Once the address and data reaches the value of FF the process stops

If the operation to be performed is Read then the processor drives the Proen signal via PORTB of AVR
and then waits for the Proack to go low. When the Proack signal is low, the data is displayed on the LEDs via
PORTC of AVR. (Since the databus is bidirectional the data is copied to PORTC from PORTD and displayed
on 8 LED’s ofAVR) then the Slave processor drives the Proen to high again and If cycle is last then it stops
operation else the address is incremented from 00 to FF. and the whole process of Read is repeated for each
increment of address. Once the address reaches the value of FF the process stops
The Read/Write operation is also depicted in the flow chart shown in Fig 3 and 4
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3.3 Testing of Master Processor in Real Time
The other AVR acting as the Master processor generates the exact signals of the Master processor
through the AVR pins as shown in the Table no. 2The whole process started with the event when the PCI brq
signal is set to low via PORTB of AVR, which is interfaced to the right of the FPGA, then wait for probussy
signal to go low. When the PCIbussy signal is low then the Master will generate 8-bit address via PORTA of
AVR and in order to latch the ad-dress it drives the PCI frame# signal low and irdy# and trdy# high through
PORTB.After that the data is being sent on the address data line and in order to latch the data the frame# signal
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is driven high and the irdy# and trdy# are driven low. As the operation to be performed is Write so the
read/write signal is driven through PORTC and asthe PCI en signal is also driven low so that the data ack signal
is also get low and which is a input to PORTC and If the cycle is last then it stops operation. Else the address
and data is incremented from 00-FF.and the whole process repeated for each increment of address and data.
Once the address and data reaches the value of FF the process stops

1.If the operation to be performed is Read then the PCI drives the read/write signal to high via PORTC of AVR
and then waits for the PCI dtack to go low. When the PCI dtack signal is low the data is displayed on the LEDs
(Since the output data bus is directly got connected to AVR LEDs) If the cycle is last then the process is stopped
2.Else the address is incremented from00-FF. and the whole process of Read is repeated for each increment of
address. Once the address reaches the value of FF the process stops. The whole read/write operation is depicted
in the flow chart in Fig 5 and 6
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IV.

Testing Results

The whole testing setup having FPGA Spartan3 Kit[7],[8] ,[11],[12]acting as our Data sharing
architecture and AVR90S8515 microcontrollers acting as Master and Slave respectively is depicted in Figure
7and Testing results are discussed under the following points:
1. Continuous write and read test: - Data is written via PORTB continuously from 00 to FF in increasing
order and the data is read continuously via PORTA and dis-played on the LED’s of the AVR AT90S8515
kit. It is observed that data is read in the same order as it is written in memory by Master.
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2.

3.

4.

Master Processor write and read test: - Data is written via PORTA from 00 to FF in increasing order.
Then the data is read via LED’s connected to AVR kits. It is ob-served that data is read in the same order as
it is written in memory by Master
Slave Processor write and read test: - Data is written via PORTA from 00 to FF in increasing order. Then
the data is read via LED’s connected to AVR AT90S8515 kit. It is observed that data is read in the same
order as it is written in memory by Slave processor
Master Processor write and Slave Processor read test: - Data is written via PORTA from 00 to FF in
increasing order. Then the data is read via PORTA and displayed on LED’s connected to AVR AT90S8515
kit. It is ob-served that data is read in the same order as it is written in memory by Master

Slave Processor write and Master Processor read test: - Data is written via PORTA from 00 to FF in
increasing order. Then the data is read via PORTB and displayed on LED’s connected to AVR AT90S8515 kit.
It is ob-served that data is read in the same order as it is written in memory by Master Processor

V.

Conclusion

In our work we have designed and demonstrated an application for exploring the integrated world of
Reconfigurable computing with Microcontrollers in an easy and refined manner. Our main aim was to give the
in-sight of Reconfigurable computing system and how these systems can be further exploited by integrating
them with Microcontrollers for different applications. And this is just a beginning because Resconfigurable
computing is becoming an important part of research in computer architectures and software systems. It is clear
that many fundamental questions remain driven by rapid changes in technology and applications and we have to
capture these changes in order to accelerate the performance of our design to the maximum level
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